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Arpaio's independent probe threatned
Support Jerome Corsi's effort to keep investigation alive
Sheriff Joe Arpaio's Cold Case
Posse is closing in on Obama's
deceptions about his birth
certificate, about his Selective
Service registration card, about
his life leading up to the White
House.
The problem is everyone on
Sheriff Arpaio's Cold Case Posse is volunteering their time.
With the investigation entering a critical seventh month, key volunteers on the
Cold Case Posse will have to drop out unless funds can be provided to
substitute for the income they need to support their families.
Dr. Jerome Corsi has agreed to devote his corporation, Constitution
Consultants LLC — a company he set up to help fund his investigative
research -- to be 100 percent devoted to supporting Arpaio's Cold Case Posse
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volunteers, so the work of investigating Obama can continue without
interruption.
Because Constitution Consultants is a New Jersey limited liability corporation,
all donations must be after-tax and reported by Corsi to the IRS. The
advantage to contributors is that contributions can remain anonymous because
federal and New Jersey tax laws do not require disclosure of individual donors,
as long as all donations are reported — a condition Corsi has a history of
scrupulously meeting.
From now until the election in November, Corsi has committed to apply the
donations he receives in Constitution Consultants to making sure he and the
Cold Case Posse can pursue Obama until the last facts about Obama's identity
and his eligibility to be president are uncovered and made public.
"This is one election we cannot afford
to lose," says Corsi. "If Obama wins
re-election, the fundamental freedoms
our Founding Fathers defined under
the Constitution are at risk of being
lost. If Obama wins re-election, the
very free enterprise system that has
built the strongest middle class the
world has ever known will be
undermined in Saul Alinsky rhetoric of
barely disguised class warfare."
If you want to make sure Sheriff Arpaio's Cold Case Posse of Obama's birth
certificate and his eligibility to be president continue to conclusion, contribute to
Constitution Consultants, so Sheriff Arpaio's law enforcement investigators can
complete their vital work without interruption.
You can help launch this new, special fund by making a contribution of any
amount right now – at this critical moment in history.
Read the preliminary findings of Sheriff Arpaio's Cold Case Posse investigation
after six months investigating Obama's constitutional eligibility to serve as
president in "A Question of Eligibility," co-authored by Jerome Corsi and Mike
Zullo.
As WND reported March 1, Arpaio and his Cold Case Posse announced there
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is probable cause indicating the documents released by the White House last
April purported to be Obama's original, long-form birth certificate and Selective
Service registration card are actually forgeries. Watch the video below:

About a year ago, a book called "Where's the Birth
Certificate? The Case That Barack Obama Is Not
Eligible to Be President" by New York Times
bestselling author Jerome Corsi was the fastestselling new book in the country a month before its
scheduled release.
On the day it hit No. 1 at Amazon, White House
records indicate Obama was desperate to derail the
issue of eligibility from breaking through into the
mainstream media, which has been complicit in
covering up all questions pertaining to the issue for
four years.
What Obama did next was not unexpected by Corsi
and the WND Books team that published it.
"Jerry Corsi called me a couple weeks earlier and told me his sources said the
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White House was going to release a fraudulent Hawaiian birth certificate
before the book released to head off the success of the book and to end the
burgeoning controversy," says Joseph Farah, founder and chief executive
officer of WND and WND Books. "There was not much we could do about that.
We were anticipating the move and planning to subject the document to
intense forensic investigation."
On April 27, 2011, the White House posted the alleged long-form birth
certificate on its official government website to quell the growing doubts about
its existence.
"The media, partners in the crime of the cover-up of Obama's ineligibility for
the presidency, quickly embraced the document without even a cursory
examination," said Farah.
Click here to read more about "Where's the Real Birth Certificate."
Click below to watch the trailer for the book.

In addition, WND is making available other resources
in this critical hour at giveaway prices:
Get the newest e-book by Jerome Corsi and
Cold Case Posse lead investigator Mike
Zullo, "A Question of Eligibility: A
Law-Enforcement Investigation into Barack
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Obama's Birth Certificate and His Eligibility
to be President." This is a historic work,
which will be constantly updated with the
latest information and findings for those who
purchase the e-book for only $9.99 and get
free downloads whenever there's breaking
news.
While you're at it, and while supplies last,
you can get a copy of the video of the same
title, "A Question of Eligibility," produced by
WND Videos, which lays the groundwork for the questions surrounding
Obama’s eligibility questions.
Support Arpaio's continuing investigation as it moves into a new phase
with your financial contributions. This is an uphill fight, and Arpaio is
already being attacked for diverting local law-enforcement funds to what
is perceived as a national political battle. It's not true, of course. This
probe has been funded by voluntary contributions from all over the
country.
But the most in-depth work ever done on this
topic is to be found in two books, which you
can get for one low price through the WND
Superstore. There's Corsi's bestselling
"Where's the Birth Certificate?" – the book that
actually forced Obama to release what he
claims is his long-form birth certificate – and
the e-book sequel, "Where's the Real Birth
Certificate?"
Farah is continuing a campaign he believes
was responsible for raising awareness of the
eligibility issue when the media wouldn't give
him the time of day – the national billboard
campaign asking the question, "Where's the Real Birth Certificate?"
Hundreds of billboards have been placed all over the country over the
last three years, and Farah plans to continue the campaign right through
Election Day. If you support this idea, your contributions are desperately
needed.
Prefer to make your own statement – in your own yard? You can do that
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with "Where's the Real Birth Certificate?" yard signs. and "Where's the
Real Birth Certificate?" bumper stickers.
Want a short and sweet
"Obama Eligibility Primer"
you can read, digest and help
you to spread the word?
Do you know what was the
first bestselling book to
explore the eligibility issue in
depth? It Was Aaron Klein's
"Manchurian President." You
can get that book, while
supplies last, for just 99
cents.
One of the other early eligibility pioneers was WND's Molotov Mitchell.
Get his early video work, "For the Record: I'm Not Crazy" on this subject
for just $4.95.
Check out the rest of the eligibility resources available in the WND
Superstore in the "Birth Certificate Department." They include postcards,
special reports, bumper stickers, T-shirts and more.
Everything is marked down to bargain prices because time is short to make a
difference.
And don't forget to help the two independent investigations that have kept this
issue alive for four years:
Support the independent investigations of both WND and the Cold Case
Posse with your financial contributions.
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Call Toll-Free to Order:
If you prefer to order by phone, you can call our friendly,
Midwestern customer service reps
toll-free at 1-800-4WND-COM (1-800-496-3266),
Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm Central.
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